
Quilt size is 56x72
Block size is 8 inches (8.5 with seam allowances)
Quilt is set 7x9
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F!r Patch Stars



Block A - make 32

Red squares are cut 4.5 inches
Cut strips 2.5 inches for the 4 patches. 

🔸 Sew one blue strip to a white strip.
🔸 Press seam toward the blue.
🔸 Subcut into 2.5 inch sections.
🔸 Sew two sections together as shown. 

Assemble Block A as shown, sewing 
2 red squares to 2 four patch 
squares. 

Block B - make 31
🔸 Sew one light blue strip to a dark blue strip.
🔸 Press toward the dark strip.
🔸 Subcut into 2.5 inch sections.
🔸 Sew two sections together as shown. 

For each star make 8 half square triangles from the dark blue and 
white that are 2.5 inches with seam allowances using your favorite 
method for half square triangles. 

If you prefer, you can replace the half square triangles with 4 flying 
geese units that measure 2.5 x 4.5 inches with seam allowances. 

Each star will also require 4 white squares that are cut 2.5 inches. 

Assemble star blocks as shown below

Use the drawing on the first page of these instructions and lay out 
7 blocks across and 9 blocks down, starting with Block A and 
alternating Block A with Block B.
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My quilt does not have borders but if you want, you could add 
borders to frame the blocks or to increase the size of the quilt. My 
quilt is simply bound in the dark blue. 

Assemble the top

The drawings in these instructions show one red, one light 
blue, and one dark blue fabric. It would look great with a variety 
of reds and blues. 
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